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We propose the new method of Investigation of Infinite
periodic determinants, which Is a generalized Hill method. This
method Is applicable to the solution of the following problems:
electromagnetic wave propagation In a periodic media; a parametric
Instability of a large amplitude plasma waves; an electron beam
stability in the periodic systems and external fields, a solid
state band structure and others. The solution of the problems
mentioned above reduces to the searching of the Infinite periodic
determinant roots and can be expressed as Infinite series with the
coefficients being determined through the auxiliary determinants
Independent from a frequency and a wave number. These expressions
are appropriate both for a numerical and an analytic solution of
these problems and our method permits the solution to be obtained
In the situation when other methods aren't adequate. This method
has been used for finding of the characteristic value for the Hill
equation, calculation of the parametric Instability growth rate in
the case of a large amplitude plasma wave, finding the band
structure of the one^dlmenslonal periodic potential and obtaining
of the dispersion equation for the electromagnetic wave
propagation In the waveguide filled by plasma with arbitrary
periodic density modulation.
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i. Introduction

Various problems of plasma physics, radio physics, solid state
physics concern periodicity of the system both In time and in the
space [1-5J. They are electromagnetic wave propagation in the
periodic media, electron beam instability in the periodic media or
in the periodic external fields, parametric instability of the
electromagnetic and plasma waves, band structure of solida and
superlattlses and others. One of the main questions in
investigations of these problems is obtaining of the dispersion
equation and its solution. Harnessing of the Floguet theorem for
the periodic systems permits this problem to be reduced to the
searching of the infinite determinant's roots [1-4]. These roots
are the such values of the frequency and the wave number so that
the infinite determinant is equal to zero. In a general case this
problem can't be solved analytically. Different methods based on
the existence of a small parameter have been developed for
solution of such problems. There are various perturbation methods
[61, or the Infinite determinant can be replaced to the finite one
or to the infinite series [3,41. Also there are complicated
problems with a numerical calculation of the infinite determinant
roots, when a small parameter Is absent.

We shall consider the different problems of plasma physics,
solid state physics and radio physics which are reduced to the
searching of the Infinite periodic determinant roots. For the
problems mentioned above to be solved we have developed the new
method which Is the generalization of the Hill determinant method
M, rn. In this method the infinite determinant Is considered as a
complex function of two variables (usually a frequency and a wave
number). Regularization of this determinant permits it to be
expressed aa the infinite series with the coefficients of this
series being dependent from auxiliary determinants in the primary
determinant poles. This expression can be used both for a
numerical calculation and for obtaining the analytic solutions by
means of perturbation technique if a small parameter exists. This
method permit to obtain most known results by unified way and Is
appropriated when other methods aren't adequate.



2. Hill equation

2.1. Hill determinant method

The second order differential equation with periodic
coefficient, Is named as Hill equation, is the most famous object
which is reduced to the Infinite periodic determinant (T-91. Such
classical problems as a stationary Schroclinger equation for a
particle In the periodic potential, wave propagation In the media
with periodic density modulation are reduced to this equation
[1,4,5]. Its general solution can't be expressed through the
elementary functions and different numerical and approximate
analytic methods have been developed to solve this equation
[4,6-9].

According to the Floquet theorem the solution of the Hill
equation

x"+ U(t) X = 0, (1)

where U(t) Is a real periodic function with the period T, has the
form:

X(t) = exp(lut) P(t)= exp(iut) £ P m expdnflt), (2)
m=-oo

where P(t) is a periodic function with the period T, 0 = 2x/T, u
is the characteristic value which depends on the parameters of the
system and determines the solution properties. One of the main
problems with Investigation on (1) la the finding of the stability
regions, where u is real. Substituting (2) In (1) and equating
coefficients with equal exp(lut+lmflt) the. following infinite
system is obtained (7):

»
Fa (u + mO )

2 -2V-npn = 0- (3)

where U n are the Pourier coefficients of U(t>. This system has a
nontrlvial solution when the Infinite determinant of the system
(3), Is named as Hill determinant, equals to zero, with u being



corresponded to this condition Is a characteristic value.
The finite determinants, obtaining from Infinite ones by

deleting of rows with high values m, are usually used for the
numerical calculation of the characteristic value, the number of
garmonics being determined by desired accuracy [4]. After finding
of the characteristic value the unknown coefficients ?m can be
obtained by direct solving of (3). Another standard method for the
numerical calculation of the characteristic value Is the Floquet
method, demanding of the numerical Integration of the Hill
equation [7-93.

An analytic calculation of the characteristic value and of
the boundaries of stable regions, is usually obtained by using
different perturbation techniques 161.

The method of considerable promise for solution of this
equation was suggested by Hill [1,7]. He transform the determinant
of system (3) by dividing of all the rowB by the correspondent
diagonal elements and considered the received determinant D

Vn
V = 1 for m=n« ^ Dmn = " (u>Hin);> _ u

 for m * n (4)

as an analytic function of the characteristic value u. If the
determinant of the system (3) equals to zero, the determinant (4)
equals to zero too. If the series 0 n absolutely converges, D(u) is
as an analytic periodic meromorphlc function of u and has a

simple poles for co = ± O)Q - mfl, where u^ = / U g [1,73. D(u) can
be represented In a following form:

ic sin ( 2 x ^ 0 J - D ^ U Q )

D(co)= N(u) + • ; , (5)
20 2 2

where D°(OJ^) - is the infinite determinant obtaining from Dd^) by
regularization of the row with m = 0.



n n m-n
if m/0: D" = 1 and Dr_ = = n — if m * n;

2mQ( coQ

D00 = 0. D0n
It is easy to verify that D(u) have the same principal parts as
the fraction in the right-hand side of (5) at all the poles of
D(w) and N(co) hasn't poles anywhere in the complex w plane.
Consequently N(u) is an entire periodic function of w. Also
N(w=ico) = 1 and according to Liouvllle theorem N(U)H1 [7]. The
condition D(u) = 0 will be

% sin(2mi>g/fl) lP(w0)
COS (2100/0) = COS^TOiV/fi) , (7)

0
Therefore the analytic properties of the Hill determinant permit
it to be expressed through the simple periodic u> function and
through the auxiliary Infinite determinant D°(0JQ), which is
independent from the characteristic value. The main complexity
Implies that the expression (7) includes the infinite determinant
D (U)Q) and the analytic solution can be obtained only if a small
parameter exists. A numerical calculation of to can be done with an
arbitrary accuracy determining by the accuracy of the calculation
of D (oô ) (6). The expression (7) differs from the Hill expression
[1,7], where u> Is calculated through D(u>=0). As will be shown
later the expression (7) is more preferential.

2.2. Second regularlzatlon of the Hill determinant

The main difficulties In the analysis of (7) is the presence
of Infinite determinant D ^ ( U Q ) , and although analytic expressions
can be obtained with an arbitrary accuracy, this method Isn't
appropriate because the obtained expressions are too cumbersome.
Besidee that D°(<î ,) has singularities for such u^ when the
resonant interaction of garmonics exists, the solution In the
vicinity of this points being most Interesting.



For a further simplification we shall regularize D 0 ^ ) being
considered as a complex wQ function. D°(<dg) is an even analytic
meromorphlc function, having the simple poles at U)Q= - mQ/2, where
m = ±1, ±2, ±3..., and according to Mittag - Lelleure theorem
P can be presented in the following form [7] :

• J=co K j

D°(u0) = R(u)0) + I — , (8)
3=1 u§ -(JQ/2r

where- fffWg) is an- entire function. Equating principle parts of
D°tw) and", right-hand side of (8) at the poles UQ= -Jfl/2, we
obtain

K-j = - D0J(u0=-jn/2)/2, (9)

where D0^ Is a determinant of the following matrix

d°l = for m it n.OJ; D^= 1, for m=n. m * O.J;
O2 m(m-J)

(10)
DC$ = DJJ = °: DOn = -UQn« Djn^ " Uj-n for n ^ 3.

With such Kj function R(u0) has no poles and is bounded at the
infinity. Consequently R(ioQ) = const = D°(u)Q=ico) = 0 and equation
D(co) = 0 will be:

cos(2icu/n)-cos(2TO^Q/Q) + ^ = 0. (11)2n ̂  § 2

As a result the regularization of the Hill determinant D in the
two variables complex space (u and Ug) comes to the expression of
this determinant as an infinite series with the coefficients of
this series being expressed through the auxiliary determinants.
This expression can be used both for numerical calculation and, if
a small parameter exists, for obtaining of an analytic expressions
by means of perturbation techniques. Proposed method permits to
obtain most known results by unified way.



3.3. Boundaries of stability regions

Let's consider obtaining or the stable region boundaries. At
these boundaries Imu = 0 and. as can be shown from (11), u = 0 or
u = 0/2, the solution of (1) being periodic with the period 2%/Q
(u>=0) or 4%/n (<J=Q/2). These results are In accordance with
Floquet theory [7-9].

For example, let's obtain stable region boundaries for the
rollowlng equation

X " + (0 + 2 e (cos2t + a coe(4t)) X=0. (12)

In this case 0 = 2, ca^2 = U Q = 8, U, = U_t= e, U2 = U_2 = a e.
If e « 1, the infinite determinants can be approximated by

finite ones and its substitution in the (11) gives an approximate
analytic expressions for the boundaries. Coefficients for e In
the expansion series of D0-' are obtained from rows 0 and J,
coefficients for e 3 are obtained from a finite set of rows: -1,
0, 1, and j-1, j, 3+1. It hasn't been possible to calculate
highest degree coefficients exactly, because they depend on all of
the determinant's rows. However a contribution of the row is
Inversely proportional to its number and this causes the fast
convergence of the series to the exact value.

An analytic investigation on (12) needs the calculations of
high order functional determinants that Is a rather difficult
problem. We have used the system of analytic calculations
MATEMATICA for calculations of these determinants and subsequent
analysis. This system permits these determinants to be calculated
in an analytic form. In the case of e<<i the expansion series of
the determinants D0^ are:

Do1= - e2- a e3/2 + 0(e4).

D02 = - a^e2 + a e3/2 + Q(e4), (13)

It Is known, that an Infinite sequence of unstable regions exists



in the vicinity of 8 = n 2 , where n = 0, 1, 2 ... [7-9J. This
result is directly followed from analysis of (11), because In the
vicinity of 6 = n we have |cos(TOJg)|«1 and the condition of the
stable region boundary |cos(raj)| = 1 Is satisfied. Let's take 0 =
n + a,e + age2*... and substitute It to the (11), then perform
power series expansion of obtaining equation In e and then equate
the coefficients for the equal degrees of e to zero. Solution of
the obtaining system of equations permits to obtain a., and find
expressions for the stable region boundaries

n=0: S0=-e
2(1/2+a2/8).

6 1 u = 1 + e - s
2( 1/8 - a/A- + 0^/6 ) + 0(e3),

«1rt = 1 - 6 - e
2( 1/8 + a/4 + 0^/6 ) + 0(e3).

ia (14)

6,.. = 4 + a e - e2( 1/12 + 0^/32 ) + 0(e3),
n = 2"

C 2 d = 4 - a e + e
2(5/12 - 0^/32 ) + 0(e3).

The first index denotes the zone number, u and d denote the upper
and the lower boundaries respectively. The expressions for another
zones can be obtained similarly. It's interesting to note that for
s = a/4 the zone width is equal to zero.

for the particular case a «= 0 (12) is reduced to the Mathieu
equation, and the expressions (14) are transformed to the well
known expressions for the stable region boundaries of Mathieu
equation, which can be obtained by means of perturbation technique
too (see, for example, t6)).

3. Parametric Instability of large amplitude plasma wave.

Generally, the problem of finding growth rates of a
parametric instability of an electrostatic plasma wave T(t) = E^
sln(flt) comes to the calculation of such values frequency u, at
which the following Infinite determinant vanishes 133



"Tun

(15)

for -m=n

for
Here I is the unit matrii (1^= 8,^, Qmi = •{ Is the

e i ~ ~ -
Kronecer delta), Dmn=Ren)Jn_ni(n). V ^ J ^ U i ) . ji=k r, k Is the
w&ye vector of an unstable wave, r Is the electron oscillation

amplitude in the pump field,

is the permittivity of plasma particles of species a, 0^ Is the
the Bessel function of the first kind.

An analytic solution of this problem can be obtained for the
small values u-, when only garmonics with the numbers m = 0, ±1 are
taken Into consideration. Otherwise, it becomes necessary to study
the determinant of a large-rank matrix; that problem can't be
handled analytically. A numerical calculation of co Is the rather
complex problem too.

fe propose to use the Hill determinant method for the solution
of this problem [113. For the case of a cold magnitoactlve plasma
the determinant (15) have similar features with the Hill
determinant (4): D(w) is an even periodic function of u with a
period Q and its poles are the roots of equations i45sa(ci>fnfltR)=O.
For n = 0 this biquadratic equation have four roots (branches)

wcancr

p

(

1/2 1/2

(16)

and the determinant poles are

*&. n=O.±1,*2 (17)



where 6 is the angle between the wave vector k and the external
magnetic field, u ^ , 0 ^ are the Langmuire and cyclotron
frequencies of particles of species a and m denotes the branches
number: for m = 1 - the signs In (16) are: (+.+), lor m = 2 -
(+,-), for m = 3 - (-,+), for m = 4 - (-,-)•

Let's present D(u) in the following form:

D(u)= N(u) + 2 2 . (18a)
am=1,2 sin^uWgmQ/Q) - 8ln2(nw/n)

where

llm 8
0 8-0 """ a 86a(to.k)

d w UMO,'amO
D_^n is the determinant of the matrix D(w=w_nf1) with the
regularized row containing singularities for <1>=wanlQ: 1 in this row
ls replaced by 0 and R ^ by 1. With such K̂ ,, the double sum In the
right side of (18) has the same principal parts as D(u) anywhere
in the complex w plane, and, consequently, N(w) haven't poles on
the whole complex plate w, i.e. N(u) is a entire periodic
function of w. Also N(u) is the bounded function too, because
N(a)=ia>) = D(w=l«) = 1 and, according to the Liouville theorem, it
is Identically equal to a constant ( N(w) = 1 ) (7k The
dispersion equation D(w) = 0 then will be [11]:

22 -
am=1,2 sln^iajgjuQ/O) - sln2(icu/Q)

where K g ^ is given by (18b). This equation reduces to a
polynomial in sln(iao/fi) and it can be easily numerically solved.

An essential simplification can be done for zero or Infinite
magnetic fields values, when only two solutions of the equation
i+8ea(w+nn,k)=0 exist. In this case the dispersion equation ls
biquadratic In sln(icu/fl) and can be easily solved for to:



~ 1/2
Q r , A ± (A^-4B) .1/2 .

u) «= ± -̂ - arcsinl I I I , (20)

where A = KgQ+ K1Q+ 8ln
2(woeg/0) + s l ^

B = KgQ sln2(mi)10/0)

The equations (19) or (20) can be used both lor numerical and
analytic calculations of the parametric instability growth rate.
For example let's consider two problems: dispersion properties of
the high frequency wave in the unmagnetlzed plasma and
modulational Instability of the lower hybrid wave.

If the pump wave frequency £1 > OLj, 0 ^ . we can neglect the
elements of the- determinants in the (20), containing fl in the
denominators. Then these determinants can be easily calculated

De

and ^ 4 4
A - — ( u L + ufcj). B - ( 1 - J£(u) ). (21)

Q 2 fi*
Therefore using (20) and (21) we obtain the well known dispersion
equation for waves in such a system £3).

Further we shall consider a modulational instability of a wave
at lower hybrid frequency 0 = Upi/O-King/O^g)'^ tio.HJ. Using
our method to the solution of thft problem is Interesting because
the instability growth rate of the large amplitude pump wave is
close to the pump wave frequency 0 and is realized for \x > 1 [111.
In thin case a small parameter isn't exists and high garmonlcs of
<j must be taken into consideration in order to obtain the correct
solution . Further we shall consider the Instability of the wave
with the wave vector 8 almoBt perpendicular to the direction of
magnetic field (Itg/k << 0^/10^). Under the conditions

10



where rd are the electron and Ion Debye length, the electron and
"e.l

Ion permittivities for the waves with kg/k » uL^/GLg are: 0eg= -
^ 0e1= - u^/u

2, where y=kz.uLe/(ku)pl). The poles of the
determinant D(u) are: uen= * u^^y + n fl, toln= t GLJ + n Q.

In this paper we shall demonstrate obtaining of the analytic
solution in the case of small amplitude pump wave, when n « 1.
Also we suppose y « 1 and n = w D l U + fl), 6 « 1 and obtain
dispersion relation as a power serfts In \L. If n = 0 determinant

(15) can be calculated exactly:

IT (t
n=-» (1+aee(uHnfl,k)) (1+0el(a>fnfi,k))

« ( g j

= (22)
))n—« e

8ln2(nu/n) <sln2md/n -

- sin2(nu/0))

where u^^ (u2 + w| ) 1 / 2 . we account for that

n (1 + fie (u)+nfl,k)) = n
n=-«> n=-

(u -

4 - (1 *~

oo (UH-nfl-<i)a)

n

11



3ln2nw/0 - sln2(icua/n)
_ ' ' • • • • ' •

3ln2mo/n

Dispersion relation 1B given by

sln2(«i)/Q) (sln2wa/fl - sl

K ^ 3ln2(xu)e/fl) = 0 . (22)

where K ^ Is the power series expansion of K^ In a variable \L
without zero order term. If p. = 0 we have Kau= 0 and equation (22)
describes lower hybrid wave. In the case of n, 6, y << 1 power
series expansions of K e ^ to orders n

2, 02, y4 can be obtained

% ^ 8ln(2TOj3ply/n) Deg ^ ^ ^(5/4-^/8)

(82 - y2) 8

(23)

1c2 ^(6-/4-^/8)

Substitution (23) to (22) with accounting for that u/n << 1 gives
dispersion relation for the parametric instability of lower hybrid
wave in the supersonic regime for the pump wave frequency near by

• V
(A2/

2 ) + — (3 n4= 0. (24)

where p = 0 - y 2^.
This equation was obtained by Porcolab 110) and investigated in
the regimes of modulational instability (p < 0 ) 111J and modified
decay (p > 0) (3,101.

If y Isn't small the expressions for Ke ^ are rather complex
and the number of garmonics to be accounted for is increased with
increasing y. If \i isn't small the analytic solution of the
problem can't be obtained because of lacking of small parameters.
The numerical calculation of growth rate with using of (19) have

12



been performed for the case of (1 = fl^ in till. For u « 1 the

results obtained from (19) and from dispersion relation

1 1 u 2 1

i+6eeiw,k) Se^u.k) 4 «• 1+6ee(u>+Q,k)+e£1(u>ffi.k)

<5e (w-a,k) + 6e (w-n,k)
] = 0, (25)

•which Is ardlnary used to analyze such Instabilities [3,101 are
practically Identical. For u > 1 equation (25) generated Incorrect
results and, consequently can't be used. The number of garraonics
which must be taken Into consideration is Increased with
increasing p.. For several values of y = ± 3 the Kg 1 have the
singularities., ones being compensated with the analytic power
series expansion of A and B (23). The presence of these
peculiarities Involves the sacrifice of sensitivity during the
numerical calculations in the vicinity of such values y.

4. Band structure of the one dimensional periodic potential.

Let's consider the one-dimensional stationary Shrodinger
equation for an electron In the periodic potential U(z)

h2 d2<J>(z)
— *- + (E - U(z)) <|>(z) = 0. (26)
2me d zc

Here ti Is the Plank constant, me, E are the mass and energy of
electron. The main problem in. the investigation of (26) is a
finding of the dependence energy E from momentum p. The equation
(26) reduces to the Hill equation and we can use (11) In order to
obtain dispersion relation

2*p 2*
Hj-) = cos(—T-

e-) — 1 — ,(27)
t vangE J=i E -

where t = 2*/a, a is the period of U(z), D0-' Is the determinant of

13



a following matrix

2 1
Gm= ~o

 Ior m * n'°-3: D™= 1 • for m = n. m * OJ;

(28)
D00 ~ DJJ " 0> DJn " u3-n Ior n * 3«

where Un = U*n are the Fourier coefficients of U(t) and we
suppose, that UQ= 0.

After normalization of E and U n by T̂ /Sntg and p by t/2 (27)
is transformed to

% sin(* Y}/eL) co DUJ

coa(icp) = cos(ic E1/2) T-TK y = 0, (29)
4 E J=1 E - f

where D ^ = Um_n/(4Bi(m-J)); D[$= D^j = 0; D ^ = Uj_ n for n ^ J.-
We express p through an Infinite series, the elements of infinite
matrix D " being independent from p and E, haven't singularities
and expressed only through Un. The determinants D0-' are the
constants for each concrete periodic potential U(z). The equation
(29) Is a simple transcendental function p(E), which can be easily
calculated. This equation can be used for obtaining of the
approximated analytic expressions E(p). It is well known, that an
Infinite sequence of the energy gaps exists in the vicinity of 1^=
n 2 for the particle in a periodic potential, where real values of
p aren't exist. An analytic solutions In the vicinity of Y^ can be

obtained for the case of a small potential U n « 1. Then D0"' << 1
and E = n 2 + E', p = |sin(ic n/2)| + p', E'.p' << 1 we obtain from
(29)

p 2 = E 2 - \ D0;I/(2J2) for n = 0,

n0n x..2~ v' oo D0**
— 5 > for n > 0.
4n j-1 n2- f



The boundaries of the energy gaps E^ - can be obtained from (30)
by substitution p' = 0

3=1 n2-
3

± (-D0*1)1'2 for n >1, (31)

3?n
where u,d denote the upper and lower boundaries respectively

- 1 i
Effective electron masses u^ = — 2 r>'=0 ̂  tlie

the ^ are expressed through D011:
2 r>'=0

MJJ = (-D°V/2/4n2. (32)

Power series expansion of determinants D ^ In U n can be obtained.
Such calculations are rather cumbersome and have been done with
the analytic computer system MATMATICA. Calculations show, that
this expansion to second order in U n Is D

011 = -|Un|
2. From (31) we

find, that width of n - th energy gap equal to 2|Un| and a shift
of the energy gap center with respect to the E Q is expressed
through the sum of U?. A more exact analytic expressions for E^'
and (ĵ  can be derived by power series expansion of determinants
D0*! to the highest orders In Un. An exact power series expansion
of D0"' to the order U^ Is obtained by using of reduced finite-rank
determinants and the approximate expressions can be founded by
using the expansion to hlgest orders in Un. The generalization of
the proposed method for the case of the Shrodlnger equation with
three-dimensional periodic potential will permit to develop
efficient both the numerical and analytic method for calculations
the band structure of real solids.

5. Electromagnetic wave propagation in the waveguide
filled by plasma with periodic density modulation.

Waveguides filled by a periodically modulated plasma are
widely used as a slow - wave structures- in the powerful generators
of the electromagnetic waves. A phase velocity of the

15



electromagnetic wave In a vacuum waveguide exceeds light speed and
resonant Cherencov interaction of this wave with an electron beam
is Impossible. A periodic modulation of the plasma density makes
this interaction possible (121.

Let's consider cylindrical waveguide filled by the plasma.
with periodic density modulatatlon. A very strong external
magnetic field (uDe << nHe) and azlmuthal symmetry Is also
assumed. Longitudinal dielectric constant e z z in this case is

— m

ezz(r.z) = 1 + E Sen exp(intz), (33)
n=-oo

where flen = 6e*n are the coefficients of the Fourier series
expansion of the electron plasma permittivity, i = 2ic/a, a is the
period of modulation. According to the Floquet theorem the
electric field E., of this wave is

Ez(v.X) = E E J 0
( ki r ) e x P ( - i u t + Kkg-nxjz). (34)

Here JQ is the Bessel function of the first kind, kj_= vQ/R, vQ is
the root of the Bessel function, R is the waveguide radius. It is
known, that dispersion relation for the waves In such a waveguide
comes to the infinite system [12]

c^/c2) + e Q ) E + 2 «en E = 0., (35)
m n=-<» m-n

where 1/^ = k^ - mt, e Q = 1 + 6eQ. This system has a nontrivial
solution when the following Infinite determinant D(u,km) vanishes

Dmm = 1 • Dm.m-n = (k2 _ ( U2 / C2_

For this determinant to be considered as analytic function of kj,
the series Dm m_n must converges absolutely [1,71. In the case of
cold plasma It isn't so, because lim Dm m _ = Ss^/Sn t 0. In order

m > m n n u

to gain convergence of D(u,kz) we account for plasma temperature

16



and choose plasma permittivity 6e = — -5-5 . Under this

condition 0(0),!^) Is a periodic analytic function of kj, with the

period t and it has the simple poles when k^-d^/c2- ^ / £ Q ) = 0,

or kj, = ± kQ + mi, where K Q = ((//c2- k^/£g)1/2, m = 0, ±1, ±2,
±3, It is easy to verify that the determinant poles
correspond to the dispersion curves of the electromagnetic waves
and a spatial garmonics thereof in the waveguide filled by a
plasma with the uniform permittivity eQ.

After the first regularization of the poles In the complex
k^ plane, as we have done in the case of Hill equation, we obtain
the dispersion function In the form

% 3ln(2icka«J)) D 0 ^ ! ^ )
1 + S =5 . * = 0, (37)

J 2 T lyu) (slifixk/i) sln̂ dck̂ oj))

°Uoo = O.B U
0 .-n

,tn-n

6en
6 en'

2 'c m (kg

)2-^2/c2)/e0

- mt/2)

Father we shall consider u >> k ^ and account for only a =0, or
kg = kg(w). D°(kz=kQ(w)) Is the determinant of the following
matrix

(38)

D is independent from k^ and is an even analytic function of u.
This determinant has the simple poles at the w satisfying to the
equation kg(o)) = Jt/2, where J = ±1, ±2, This poles
correspond to the Intersections of the dispersion curves kg, =
kg(u) and kg = -1^(0)) + Jt. D° can be represented In the following
form

D (w) = / *"' ~ /

17



- y

is the group velocity of the electromagnetic waves In the
waveguide filled by plasma with uniform permittivity eQ with
following dispersion relation ua

W1*2 = 4"
1/2

l/1^ is the determinant of the matrix D^dWi)^) with regularized
3-th row

0, BgJ = 1 for

for

After second regularlzatlon of the auxiliary determinant D° In the

complex u-plate, we can obtain dispersion relation in the form of

the double Infinite series

) a-1.2 J=1 J (l^ U6j )

This dispersion relation Is analogous to the dispersion relations
(11),(27) and can be investigated In a similar manner.
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6.Conclusion

Therefore we have developed the new method of Investigation
on Infinite periodic determinants. A large number of physical
problem, such as an electromagnetic wave propagation In the
periodic media; a parametric Instability of the large amplitude
plasma waves; an electron beam stability In the periodic systemB
and external fields, band structure of the solids . and
auperlattlces and other problems can be Investigated by means of
this method. If the matrix elements have no singularities other
then simple poles, the infinite determinant being an analytic,
meromorphic, periodic function, can be expressed as the infinite
series with the coefficients are determined through the auxiliary
determinants Independent from the frequency and the wave number.
Both numerical and analytic results can be obtained from these
single expression by conventional way.

This method have been applied to the investigation on the
Hill equation, the parametric instability problem, Shrodlnger
equation with periodic potential, an electromagnetic wave
propagation in the waveguide filled by a plasma with the periodic
density modulation. The expression for the characteristic value
has been obtained not only Mathieu equation but for the Hill
equation with arbitrary continuous periodic function. In the case
of parametric instability of the plasma waves the characteristic
determinant is a periodic function of frequency. We obtain unique
dispersion equation for all types of parametric instabilities
without Invoking small parameters. The growth rate of modulatlonal
instability of the large amplitude lower hybrid wave have been
obtained In the analytic form. Band structure of electron In the
periodic potential and an electromagnetic wave propagation In the
periodic waveguide have been investigated by means of our method
too.

Our method permit to obtain the solutions of the problems
mentioned above and another problems which are reduced to the
Investigation on the Infinite periodic determinants in the unified
form . Therefore this method can be easy realized with an analytic
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computer system. We have used MATHEMATICA program for these
purposes. By using this system the calculations of large symbolic
determinants and simplification of obtained expressions have been
done.
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